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Abstract. Technical terms (henceforth called terms),

are important elements for digital libraries. In this paper we present a domain-independent method for the automatic extraction of multi-word terms, from machinereadable special language corpora.
The method, (C-value/NC-value), combines linguistic and statistical information. The rst part, C-value
enhances the common statistical measure of frequency
of occurrence for term extraction, making it sensitive to
a particular type of multi-word terms, the nested terms.
The second part, NC-value, gives: 1) a method for the
extraction of term context words (words that tend to
appear with terms), 2) the incorporation of information
from term context words to the extraction of terms.

1 Introduction
Terms, the linguistic representation of concepts [28], are
important elements for digital libraries. Rapid changes
in many specialised knowledge domains (particularly in
areas like computer science, engineering, medicine etc.),
means that new terms are being created all the time,
making important the automation of their retrieval.
Many techniques for multi-word automatic term recognition (ATR) move lately from using only linguistic information [1{3], to incorporating statistical as well. Dagan and Church, [6], Daille et al., [8], and Justeson and
Katz, [18], Enguehard and Pantera, [11], use frequency
of occurrence. Daille et al., and Lauriston, [21], propose
the likelihood ratio for terms consisting of two words.
For the same type of terms, Damerau, [9], proposed a
measure based on mutual information (MI). Those of
the above methods that aim to multi-word terms which
may consist of more than two words, use as the only
statistical parameter the frequency of occurrence of the

candidate term in the corpus. A detailed description and
evaluation of previous work on multi-word ATR can be
found in [13].
The method we present and evaluate in this paper
extracts multi-word terms from English corpora combining linguistic and statistical information. It is divided
into two parts: 1) the C-value, that aims to improve the
extraction of nested multi-word terms [15], and 2) the
NC-value that incorporates context information to the
C-value method, aiming to improve multi-word term extraction in general [12,16]. The rst part, C-value has
been also used for collocation extraction [14]. The second part incorporates a method for the extraction of
term context words, which will be also presented and
evaluated in this paper.
Since ATR methods are mostly empirical, [19], we
evaluate the results of the method in terms of precision
and recall, [29]. The results are compared with those
produced with the most common statistical technique
used for ATR to date, the frequency of occurrence of the
candidate term, which was applied on the same corpus.

2 The C-value Approach
This section presents the C-value approach to multiword ATR. C-value is a domain-independent method for
multi-word ATR which aims to improve the extraction
of nested terms. The method takes as input an SL corpus and produces a list of candidate multi-word terms.
These are ordered by their termhood, which we also call
C-value. The output list is evaluated by a domain expert.
Since the candidate terms are ranked according to their
termhood, the domain expert can scan the lists starting
from the top, and go as far down the list as time/money
allow.
The C-value approach combines linguistic and statistical information, emphasis being placed on the sta-
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tistical part. The linguistic information consists of the
part-of-speech tagging of the corpus, the linguistic lter
constraining the type of terms extracted, and the stoplist. The statistical part combines statistical features of
the candidate string, in a form of measure that is also
called C-value.
Subsections 2.1 and 2.2 describe and justify the linguistic part and the statistical part of the method. Subsection 2.3 describes the algorithm. In subsection 2.4 we
apply the method to a medical corpus and present the
results. Subsection 2.5 evaluates the results.
2.1 The linguistic part

The linguistic part consists of the following:
1. Part-of-speech information from tagging the corpus.
2. The linguistic lter applied to the tagged corpus to
exclude those strings not required for extraction.
3. The stop-list.
Tagging.
Part-of-speech tagging is the assignment of a grammatical tag (e.g. noun, adjective, verb, preposition, determiner, etc.) to each word in the corpus. It is needed by
the linguistic lter which will only permit speci c strings
for extraction.
The linguistic lter.
It would be `very desirable' for a method to be able to
extract all types of terms (e.g. noun phrases, adjectival
phrases, verbal phrases, etc.). In such a case the linguistic lter would not be needed. This approach has
not yet been followed by us or by any other researchers
in ATR. The reason is that the statistical information
that is available, without any linguistic ltering, is not
enough to produce useful results. Without any linguistic
information, undesirable strings such as of the, is a, etc.,
would also be extracted.
Since most terms consist of nouns and adjectives,
[27], and sometimes prepositions, [18], we use a linguistic
lter that accepts these types of terms.
The choice of the linguistic lter a ects the precision
and recall of the output list. A number of di erent lters
have been used, [3,8,6,18]. A `closed' lter which is strict
about the strings it permits, will have a positive e ect on
precision but a negative e ect on recall. As an example,
consider the lter that Dagan and Church use, [6], the
Noun+. This lter only permits sequences of nouns, and
as a result produces high precision since noun sequences
in an SL corpus are the most likely to be terms. At the
same time, it negatively a ects recall, since there are
many noun compound terms that consist of adjectives
and nouns, which are excluded by this lter.
An `open' lter, one that permits more types of strings,
has the opposite e ect: negative for precision, positive
for recall. An example of such a lter is that of Justeson
and Katz, [18]. They extract noun phrases of the form

((Adj jNoun)+ j((Adj jNoun)
(NounPrep)? )(Adj jNoun) )Noun. The above lter would
extract more terms than the Noun+ one, since terms
that contain adjectives and prepositions are also extracted,
but it also extracts more non-terms. It extracts terms
like tetracyclines for ocular rosacea, scotomas in low vision, coloboma of retina, but it also extracts non-terms
like strabismus in children, composition of tears, therapy
of strabismus, sensory aspects of strabismus.
The choice of the linguistic lter depends on how we
want to balance precision and recall: preference on precision over recall would probably require a closed lter,
while preference on recall would require an open lter.
We are not strict about the choice of a speci c linguistic lter, since di erent applications require di erent
lters. We will present our method combined with each
of the 3 lters,
1. Noun+Noun,
2. (Adj jNoun)+ Noun,
3. ((Adj jNoun)+ j((Adj jNoun)
(NounPrep)? )(Adj jNoun) )Noun,
and see how the results are a ected. We will also take
the results of our method using each of these lters, and
compare them with the results from frequency of occurrence when combined with these lters.
The stop-list.
A stop-list for an SL in ATR is a list of words which
are not expected to occur as term words in that domain. It is used to avoid the extraction of strings that
are unlikely to be terms, improving the precision of the
output list. When used in previous approaches, it is not
clear how it is constructed, [7,11]. Our stop-list consists
of 229 function and other content words, picked from a
sample of our corpus (1/10). The words that are included
in the stop-list exhibited high frequencies in that sample of the corpus. Some examples are: great, numerous,
several, year, just, good, etc.
We should note the fact that because a word has
not appeared as a term-word of a speci c domain in the
past does not guarantee that it will not do so in the
future. Consider for example the word optical, which is
relatively new in computer science. If it were a stop-list
word, then terms like, optical character, optical character
recognition, optical character reader, optical laser disc,
optical mouse would have been missed when they rst
appeared in the domain. The choice of using a stop-list
is again a matter of balance between precision and recall.
A stop-list bene ts precision but could leave out terms
that contain `unexpected' words.
2.2 The statistical part

The C-value statistical measure assigns a termhood to a
candidate string, ranking it in the output list of candi-
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date terms. The measure is built using statistical characteristics of the candidate string. These are:
1. The total frequency of occurrence of the candidate
string in the corpus.
2. The frequency of the candidate string as part of other
longer candidate terms.
3. The number of these longer candidate terms.
4. The length of the candidate string (in number of
words).
We will now examine each of these parameters. The frequency of occurrence of the candidate string in the corpus is, as we have seen, the measure which has been
used for multi-word ATR until now. In this case, the
termhood of a string equals its frequency of occurrence
in the corpus
termhood(a) = f (a)
(1)
where
a is the candidate string,
f (a) its frequency of occurrence in the corpus.
As a statistical measure for ATR, the frequency produces good results since terms tend to occur with relatively high frequencies. For example, in our 800,000
word eye-pathology corpus, optic nerve appeared 2,084
times, Descemet's membrane 1,666 times, basal cell carcinoma 984 times, etc. Of course not all terms exhibit
high frequencies: stromal necrosis, epithelial oedema, and
congestive glaucoma appear only 3 times each. Low frequency events cause problems for statistical approaches.
Since frequency produces relatively good results, and
since its application to corpora is simple, why are we
not satis ed with using just that and look for something
more?
Consider the string soft contact lens. This is a term in
ophthalmology. A method that uses frequency of occurrence would extract it given that it appears frequently
enough in the corpus. Its substrings, soft contact and
contact lens, would be also extracted since they would
have frequencies at least as high as soft contact lens (and
they satisfy the linguistic lter used for the extraction
of soft contact lens). However, soft contact is not a term
in ophthalmology.
A quick solution to this problem is to extract only a
substring of a candidate term if it appears a sucient
number of times by itself in the corpus (i.e. not only as
a substring). Then, in order to calculate the termhood
of a string, we should subtract from its total frequency
its frequency as a substring of longer candidate terms

termhood(a) = f (a) ;

X

f (b)

(2)

bTa

where
a is the candidate string,
f (a) is its total frequency of occurrence in the corpus,
Ta is the set of candidate terms that contain a,
b is such a candidate term,
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f (b) is the frequency of the candidate term b that contains a.
However, the problem is not totally solved. Consider the
following two sets of terms from computer science.
real time clock
real time expert system
real time image generation
real time output
real time systems

oating point arithmetic
oating point constant
oating point operation
oating point routine

Both of these two sets contain nested terms. We call
nested terms those that appear within other longer terms,
and may or may not appear by themselves in the corpus. The rst set contains the term real time and the
second the term oating point. Except expert system, all
of the other substrings, time clock, time expert system,
time image generation, image generation, time output,
time systems, point arithmetic, point constant, point operation, point routine, are not terms. So substrings of
terms may or may not be terms themselves. Also, terms
that are substrings do not have to appear by themselves
in a text. As a result, a measure like formula 2 would exclude terms if these have been only found as nested, or
if they are not nested but present a very low frequency.
So, could we avoid the extraction of substrings that are
not terms, and at the same time extract those substrings
that are terms?
Simply by looking at the above two sets of examples,
we might suspect that real time and oating point are
terms. The indication is that real time appears in every
term of the rst set, and oating point in every term of
the second. We have no such indication for time clock,
time expert system, time image generation, image generation, time output, time systems, point arithmetic, point
constant, point operation, point routine.
Because real time appears in 5 longer terms, and
oating point in 4 longer terms, this means that both
show `independence' from the longer terms they appear
in. This is not the case for time clock, which only appears
in one term. The higher the number of longer terms that
our string appears as nested in, the more certain we can
be about its independence.
The last parameter in the C-value measure is the
length of the candidate string in terms of number of
words. Since it is less probable that a longer string will
appear f times in a corpus than a shorter string1 , the
fact that a longer string appears f times is more important than that of a shorter string appearing f times. For
this reason, we incorporate into the measure the length
of the candidate string.
Since the maximum length terms can not be nested
in longer terms, and some strings are never found as
nested anyway, we distinguish two cases
1 This is based on the assumption that the probability of occurrence of the word a in the corpus is independent from the probability of occurrence of any other word in the corpus, which is not
always true, [10].
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1. If a is a string of maximum length or has not been
found as nested, then its termhood will be the result
of its total frequency in the corpus and its length.
2. If a is a string of any other shorter length, then we
must consider if it is part of any longer candidate
terms. If it appears as part of longer candidate terms,
then its termhood will also consider its frequency as
a nested string, as well as the number of these longer
candidate terms. Though the fact that it appears as
part of longer candidate terms a ects its termhood
negatively, the bigger the number of these candidate
terms, the higher would be its independence from
these. This latter number moderates the negative effect of the candidate string being nested in longer
candidate terms.
The measure of termhood, called C-value is given as

8 log jaj  f (a)
><
C-value(a) = > log jaj(f (a) ;
:
2

2

a isP
not nested;
(3)
1
bTa f (b))
P (Ta )

otherwise

where
a is the candidate string,
f (:) is its frequency of occurrence in the corpus,
Ta is the set of extracted candidate terms that contain
a,
P (Ta ) is the number of these candidate terms.
It is obvious that C-value is a measure based on
the frequency of occurrence of a. The negative e ect on
the candidate string a being a substring of other longer
candidate terms
P is re ected by the negative sign `{' in
front of the bTa f (b). The independence of a from
these longer candidate terms is given by P (Ta). That the
greater this number the bigger its independence (and the
opposite), is re ected by having P (Ta ) as the denominator of a negatively signed fraction. The positive e ect of
the length of the candidate string is moderated by the
application of the logarithm on it.
2.3 The algorithm

In this subsection we describe the steps taken in the Cvalue method to construct a list of candidate terms from
a corpus.
Step 1
We tag the corpus. As mentioned earlier, we need the
tagging process since we will use a linguistic lter to restrict the type of terms to be extracted.
Step 2
This stage extracts those strings that satisfy the linguistic lter and frequency threshold. The terms will be extracted from among these strings. The maximum length
of the extracted strings depends on:

1. The working domain. In arts for example, terms tend
to be shorter than in science and technology.
2. The type of terms we accept. Terms that only consist
of nouns for example, very rarely contain more than
5 or 6 words.
The process of nding this maximum length is as follows:
We attempt to extract strings of a speci c length. If we
do not nd any strings of this length, we decrease the
number by 1 and make a new attempt. We continue in
this way until we nd a length for which strings exist.
At this point, extraction of the candidate strings can
take place. Initially, a list of strings of each length is
created, i.e. a list for the bigrams, a list for the trigrams,
etc. Here, we remove the word tag, thereby preventing
more than one tag for the same word2. The lists contain
the strings with their frequency of occurrence.
The lists are then ltered through the stop-list and
are concatenated. The longest strings appear at the top,
and decrease in size as we move down, with the bigrams
being at the bottom. The strings of each length are ordered by their frequency of occurrence.
Step 3
This is the stage where the C-value for each of the candidate strings is evaluated. C-value is calculated in order of
the size of the strings, starting with the longest ones and
nishing with the bigrams. The C-value for the longest
terms is given by the top branch of formula 3.
We set a C-value threshold, so that only those strings
with C-value above this threshold are added onto the
list of candidate terms. For the evaluation of C-value for
any of the shorter strings, we need two more parameters
(their frequency as part of longer candidate terms, and
the number of these longer candidate terms).
To obtain these two parameters, we perform the following:
For every string a, that it is extracted as a candidate
term, we create for each of its substrings b, a triple
(f (b); t(b); c(b)),
where
f (b) is the total frequency of b in the corpus,
t(b) is the frequency of b as a nested string of candidate
terms,
c(b) is the number of these longer candidate terms.
When this triple is rst created, c(b) = 1 and t(b) equals
the frequency of a. Each time b is found after that, t(b)
and c(b) are updated, while f (b), its total frequency, does
not change.
c(b) and t(b) are updated in the following manner:
c(b) is increased by 1 every time b is found within a
longer string a that is extracted as a candidate term.
t(b) is increased by the frequency of the longer candidate
term a, f (a), every time b is found as nested. If n(a) is
the number of times a has appeared as nested, then t(b)
will be increased by f (a) ; n(a).
2

We will provide examples in the next subsection.
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Now in order to calculate C-value for a string a which
is shorter by one word, we either already have for it a
triple (f (a); t(a); c(a)) or we do not. If we do not, we
calculate the C-value from the top branch of formula 3.
If we do, we use the bottom branch
P of formula 3.
In that case, P (Ta ) = c(a) and bTa = t(a).
After the calculation of C-value for strings of length l
nishes we move to the calculation of C-value for strings
of length l;1. This way it is evident whether the string to
be processed has been found nested in longer candidate
terms.
At the end of this step, a list of candidate terms has
been built. The strings of the list are ranked by their
C-value.
In summary the algorithm is the following:
tag the corpus;
extract strings using linguistic lter;
remove tags from strings;
remove strings below frequency threshold;
lter rest of strings through stop-list;
for all strings a of maximum length
calculate C-value(a) = log2 jaj  f (a);
if C-value(a)  Threshold
add a to output list;
for all substrings b
revise t(b);
revise c(b);
for all smaller strings a in descending order
if a appears for the rst time
C-value(a) = log2 jaj  f (a)

else

C-value(a) = log2 jaj(f (a) ; c(1a) t(a)
if C-value(a) Threshold
add a to output list;
for all substrings b
revise t(b);
revise c(b);

2.3.1 A small example
In this sub-section we give a small real-data example to
show how C-value works. The corpus that we use consists
of eye-pathology medical records ( 800,000 words). We
will calculate the C-value for the string basal cell carcinoma.
Before being able to calculate the C-value for basal
cell carcinoma, we must rst calculate the C-value for
all the longer candidate strings. This gives the necessary
information about candidate terms that contain basal
cell carcinoma.
Table 1 shows all the strings that contain basal cell
carcinoma and have passed through the linguistic lter
and the frequency threshold.
The process begins with the longest string, adenoic cystic basal cell carcinoma, which will be assigned its Cvalue from
C-value(a) = log2jaj  f (a)
(4)

5

where
a is now adenoic basal cystic basal cell carcinoma,
f (a) its frequency in the corpus, which is 5.
So we have
C-value(adenoic cystic basal cell carcinoma) = log255 = 11:6096
(5)
Next, we calculate the C-value for the next shortest
strings, cystic basal cell carcinoma, ulcerated basal cell
carcinoma, recurrent basal cell carcinoma and circumscribed basal cell carcinoma.
The term cystic basal cell carcinoma has appeared in one
longer extracted candidate term, adenoic cystic basal cell
carcinoma, so its C-value will be assigned by
X
C-value(a) = log2 jaj(f (a) ; 1
P (Ta) bTa f (b)) (6)

where
a is the candidate string, in this case cystic basal cell
carcinoma,
f (a) its frequency of occurrence in the corpus, in this
case 11,
Ta the set of extracted candidate strings that contain a,
in this case the adenoic cystic basal cell carcinoma,
P (Ta ) the number of these longer candidate terms, in
this
P casef (b1,) the total frequency by which a appears in
bTa
longer strings, in this case 5.
Putting these numbers in formula 6 we get
C-value(cystic basal cell carcinoma) = log2 4(11; 5 ) = 12
1
(7)
The other three strings of length 4 do not appear in the
longer candidate terms and they are therefore assigned
their C-value from formula 4:
f(ulcerated basal cell carcinoma) = 7
f(recurrent basal cell carcinoma) = 5
f(circumscribed basal cell carcinoma) = 3
The C-value for each of these is:
C-value(ulcerated basal cell carcinoma) = log24  7 = 14
C-value(recurrent basal cell carcinoma) = log2 4  5 = 10
C-value(circumscribed basal cell carcinoma) = log243 =
6
Now we can evaluate the C-value for basal cell carcinoma.
The candidate term has appeared in 5 longer candidate
terms. Its C-value will be calculated using formula 6, for
which
jaj = 3, f (a) = 984, P (Ta ) = 5 and PbTa f (b) =
5 + (11 ; 5) + 7 + 5 + 3 = 26,
C-value(basal cell carcinoma) = log2 3(984; 26 ) = 1551:36
5
(8)
Let
us
add
a
note
to
explain
the
factor
(11
;
5)
in
P f (b):
bTa
5 out of the 11 times that cystic basal cell carcinoma
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Frequency
5
11
7
5
3
984

string
ADENOID CYSTIC BASAL CELL CARCINOMA
CYSTIC BASAL CELL CARCINOMA
ULCERATED BASAL CELL CARCINOMA
RECURRENT BASAL CELL CARCINOMA
CIRCUMSCRIBED BASAL CELL CARCINOMA
BASAL CELL CARCINOMA

Table 1.

Strings that contain basal cell carcinoma

appeared in the corpus, it did so as a substring of the
candidate term adenoic cystic basal cell carcinoma. Since
these 5 occurrence have already been taken into account
when adenoic cystic basal cell carcinoma was processed,
it is the remaining number, (11 ; 5), which should be
taken into account when cystic basal cell carcinoma is
processed.
Table 2 gives the C-value for all the above strings. It
also gives their total frequency of occurrence (fourth column), their frequency as substrings in longer candidate
terms (second column), and the number of these longer
candidate terms (third column).

be tokenised following the Penn Treebank Tokenisation,
[24]. Punctuation had to be separated from the words,
and the corpus placed in a one-sentence-per-line format.
Table 3 contains lines of the corpus before the tokenisation, after the tokenisation but before the tagging, and
after the tagging.
The tagged corpus is ready for the extraction of candidate strings that are selected by the linguistic lter, the
frequency threshold and the stop-list. In order to check
the performance of C-value with various lters, we extract 3 lists of candidate strings, using the 3 following
lters we mentioned in subsection 2.1. The maximum
length strings we extract consist of 5 words.
The frequency threshold used for the 3 lists extracted
2.4 The application on a medical corpus
by those lters, is 3, i.e. only strings with frequency of
occurrence of 3 or more are extracted. The stop-list was
The corpus consists of eye-pathology medical records. constructed by examining a sample of the corpus (1/10
Initially we had to delete all the elds with the personal of its size) and consists of 229 word.
details of each record (i.e. name, address, age, etc.). From
At this stage, these three lists are those that would
each record two elds were kept: the diagnosis and the be produced
the `traditional' statistical measure
description of the disease, resulting in a corpus of 810,719 for multi-wordusing
ATR,
i.e. frequency of occurrence plus a
words in upper case. The size is enough for our statisti- linguistic lter. We will
these three lists to compare
cal processing, since it is an SL corpus rather than a GL the performance of the use
C-value
list with that of pure
one. Lehrberger points out that `lexical restrictions may frequency of occurrence.
consist of the exclusion of large parts of the total vocabThe C-value algorithm is applied to each of the three
ulary of the language due to restricted subject matter',
lists.
We set the value of the C-value threshold 0, i.e. strings
[22].
with
C-value greater than 0 will be included in the nal
The corpus contains orthographical mistakes, e.g. tralist.
The
strings with a C-value of 0 are those found only
benular instead of trabecular, meshwrk, meshowrk, mehswrok
as
nested
in one longer candidate term.
instead of meshwork etc. It also shows inconsistencies as
For each of the input lists (i.e. for each of the linin the following two cases:
guistic lters), one C-value list is produced. The strings
1. The use of hyphens. The same term appears with or within each list are ranked according to their C-value,
without a hyphen or even as one word: vitreoretinal ready for evaluation by the domain-expert.
and vitreo-retinal, superonasal,
supero-nasal, and supernasal, sero brinous, sero- brinous,
and sero brinous. The use of a hyphen, as we have
seen, is a general problem of term recognition (i.e. vari- 2.5 Evaluation
ation).
2. The single quotes (` and '). These are used some- ATR techniques are mostly based on frequency, since
times to enclose a term or even a part of a term. For terms tend to appear with high frequencies, [6,18]. Cexample naevoid cells and 'naevoid cells', 'naevoid' value also uses the parameter of frequency. However,
cells, V-shaped perforation, and 'V'-shaped perfora- there are terms that appear with very low frequencies:
tion, basaloid cells, and 'basaloid' cells. In most of toxoplasmic choriorenititis, vernal conjunctivitis, zoster
these cases we removed the single quotes.
keratitis, all appear only once. Since C-value uses a freWe tagged the corpus with Brill's rule-based part-of- quency lter, it will not extract these terms. In order
speech tagger, [4,5]. Before tagging, the corpus had to to be able to extract low frequency terms, we should
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C-value
11.6096
12
14
10
6
1551.36

P (Ta )

0
5
0
0
0
26

P f (b)
0
1
0
0
0
5

Table 2.

Freq.
5
11
7
5
3
984
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Candidate Terms
ADENOID CYSTIC BASAL CELL CARCINOMA
CYSTIC BASAL CELL CARCINOMA
ULCERATED BASAL CELL CARCINOMA
RECURRENT BASAL CELL CARCINOMA
CIRCUMSCRIBED BASAL CELL CARCINOMA
BASAL CELL CARCINOMA

Candidate terms that contain basal cell carcinoma.

Before the tokenisation
SHOWS A SCIRRHOUS TYPE OF BASAL CELL CARCINOMA COMPOSED
MAINLY OF SPINDLE CELLS IN A PLENTIFUL FIBROUS STROMA
WHICH HAS VERY ILL DEFINED MARGINS. MITOTIC FIGURES ARE
NOT NUMEROUS AND THERE IS AN INTENSE LYMPHOCYTIC REACTION
AROUND THE TUMOUR. THE NASO-LACRIMAL DUCT CAN BE SEEN IN
SECTION TOWARDS ONE END AND IS SURROUNDED BY TUMOUR.
EXCISION APPEARS COMPLETE IN THE PLANES OF SECTION EXAMINED,
BUT BY A NARROW MARGIN AT THE LATERAL END.
After the tokenisation
SHOWS A SCIRRHOUS TYPE OF BASAL CELL CARCINOMA COMPOSED
MAINLY OF SPINDLE CELLS IN A PLENTIFUL FIBROUS STROMA
WHICH HAS VERY ILL DEFINED MARGINS .
MITOTIC FIGURES ARE NOT NUMEROUS AND THERE IS AN INTENSE
LYMPHOCYTIC REACTION AROUND THE TUMOUR .
THE NASO-LACRIMAL DUCT CAN BE SEEN IN SECTION TOWARDS ONE
END AND IS SURROUNDED BY TUMOUR .
EXCISION APPEARS COMPLETE IN THE PLANES OF SECTION EXAMINED ,
BUT BY A NARROW MAGI AT THE LATERAL END .
After the tagging
SHOWS/VB A/AT SCIRRHOUS/GNP TYPE/NN OF/IN BASAL/NN CELL/NN
CARCINOMA/NN COMPOSED/VAN MAINLY/RB OF/IN SPINDLE/GNP
CELLS/INNS IN/IN A/AT PLENTIFUL/JR FIBROUS/JR STROMA/GNP
WHICH/CDT HAS/VB VERY/RB ILL/JR DEFINED/VAN MARGINS/INNS ./.
MITOTIC/NN FIGURES/INNS ARE/VB NOT/RB NUMEROUS/JR AND/CDC
THERE/EX IS/VBZ AN/DT INTENSE/JJ LYMPHOCYTIC/JJ REACTION/NN
AROUND/IN THE/DT TUMOUR/NNP ./.
THE/DT NASO-LACRIMAL/NN DUCT/NN CAN/MD BE/VB SEEN/VBN IN/IN
SECTION/NN TOWARDS/IN ONE/CD END/NN AND/CC IS/VBZ
SURROUNDED/VBN BY/IN TUMOUR/NNP ./.
EXCISION/NN APPEARS/VBZ COMPLETE/JJ IN/IN THE/DT PLANES/NNS
OF/IN SECTION/NN EXAMINED/VBD ,/, BUT/CC BY/IN A/DT NARROW/JJ
MARGIN/NN AT/IN THE/DT LATERAL/JJ END/NN ./.
Table 3.

Sample of the corpus.

not use a frequency threshold. This is possible3 , but it
will increase the manual intervention of the domain expert, who evaluates the produced list to extract the `real'
terms. The list would then be a lot longer: in our corpus, the strings with frequency greater than 2 (in the
list of the 2nd linguistic lter) are 2,956. If we include
also those with frequency 2, they become 5,560. And
if we also include those with frequency 1 the number
rises to 16,688. For this reason a frequency threshold
is used. If however, the application requires higher recall
Then, what C-value would aim to do is a re-ranking of the list,
moving the real terms closer to the top of the list.
3

and permits lower precision, the frequency threshold can
be removed, or moved to lower values.
We will now evaluate the results of C-value in terms
of precision and recall and compare them with those of
frequency of occurrence.
There exists a lack of formal or precise rules which
would help us to decide between a term and a non-term.
Domain experts (who are not linguists or terminologists)
do not always agree on termhood. Given this fact, we
talk about `relative' rather than `absolute' values of precision and recall, in comparison with the alternative proposed method of frequency of occurrence. We will compare the results of the C-value method and the method
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also
nested
only
nested
all

C-v
freq
C-v
freq
C-v
freq

Table 4.

1st lter
40.76%
34.4%
50%
18.57%
38%
36%

2nd lter
44.18%
37.59%
60%
22%
36%
35%

3rd lter
39.58%
31.96%
54.54%
12.91%
31%
30%

30
by C-value
by frequency

20
terms
10

Precision: C-value vs Frequency
[top-100]

that uses frequency of occurrence, using the three linguistic lters described before.
We calculate precision for each of the three linguistic
lters, and compare them with the corresponding result
of frequency of occurrence. Since C-value is a method to
improve the extraction of nested terms, the comparison
is made for this category of terms. We also calculate the
overall values of precision (over the whole lists).
If we wanted to calculate the absolute value for recall,
a domain expert would have had to nd all the multiword terms from the corpus (or a suciently large sample of it), and then we would have had to check whether
these terms had been extracted by C-value. Given the
time-consuming nature of this task, we decided to calculate recall with respect to frequency of occurrence, which
we used as the baseline method.
Table 4 shows the precision for
1. the candidate terms that have also appeared as nested,
2. the candidate terms that have only appeared as nested,
3. all the candidate terms,
extracted by C-value and by frequency of occurrence,
using the three linguistic lters. For the rst case, the
results show that, using C-value, precision increases by
6% for the rst lter, 7% for the second, and 8% for the
third lter. The precision using the third lter is only
1% less than that of the rst lter. This shows that with
the C-value method we can use an open linguistic lter
without losing much precision.
For the second case, using the C-value method, precision increases by more than 31% for the rst lter, 38%
for the second, and 31% for the third lter. The precision for the second and third lters are even greater
than that of the rst. This strengthens the point that
with C-value we have the freedom to use a more open
linguistic lter that extracts more types of terms.
For the third case, the di erences are not as impressive as before, due to the fact that there are candidate
terms that have never been found as nested, and as such,
they are treated by C-value in a similar way to frequency
(the only di erence being the incorporation of the length
of the candidate term). These candidate terms moderate
the increase we have on precision for the nested terms
when using C-value.
Figures 1, 2, and 3 provide the distribution of terms
with regard to their C-value and frequency of occurrence

Fig. 1.

(100-40]

(40-10]

(10-2)

[2-1]

Nested-terms distribution: C-value vs Frequency with lter

1.
60

by C-value
by frequency

50

40

30
terms
20

10

[top-100]

Fig. 2.

(100-40]

(40-10]

(10-2)

[2-1]

Nested-terms distribution: C-value vs Frequency with lter

2.

for the three lters. Since the higher value that both Cvalue and frequency of occurrence give to the top ranked
candidate terms is approximately the same, we have divided their range of values into four intervals, the edges
of which have been chosen according to the following two
criteria
1. the edges of the intervals are integers,
2. the extracted lists are divided into approximately
equal parts with respect to the number of strings
they contain.
The graphical presentation demonstrates that the nested
terms are better distributed in the extracted lists when
using C-value than when using frequency of occurrence.
C-value is an additional lter to that of frequency of
occurrence, and as such, the maximum recall it can reach
is that of frequency of occurrence. Table 5 shows recall
compared with frequency of occurrence, for the three linguistic lters. It provides both the overall recall, and the
recall for the rst 25% of extracted candidate terms. We
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3.1 Context information

70
by C-value

60

We often use the environment of a word to identify its
meaning. In automatic systems the information used for
disambiguation is restricted mainly to surface criteria as
opposed to semantic, discourse and pragmatic information. Lexical information from the context of words has
been used for the construction of thesaurus dictionaries
[17]. In that case, the context of a word provides clues
to its meaning and its synonyms. Grefenstette's system,
SEXTANT, uses local lexical information to acquire synonyms. Words that are used in a lexically similar way are
candidates to be synonymous. The nouns, adjectives and
verbs from the context of the examined word are used
to give hints for its meaning.
Regarding term recognition, Sager, [26], stated that
terms are strict about the modi ers they accept:

by frequency

50

40

30
terms
20

10

[top-100]

Fig. 3.
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(100-40]

(40-10]

(10-2)

[2-1]

Nested-terms distribution: C-value vs Frequency with lter

3.

interval 1st lter 2nd lter 3rd lter
overall
98.22% 97.41%
97.47%
rst 25% 100%
101.13% 101.41%
Table 5.

Recall: C-value vs frequency.

see that with the C-value lter, recall falls less than 2%
with the rst linguistic lter, and around 2.5% with the
second and third linguistic lters. However, regarding
the rst part of the lists, recall does not fall at all when
using the rst linguistic lter, and increases by 1% and
1.5% when using the second and third linguistic lters
respectively. This shows exactly that C-value `attracts'
real terms more than pure frequency of occurrence, placing them closer to the top of the extracted list.

3 Incorporating Context Information
In this section we incorporate context information into
ATR. Subsection 3.1 provides the rationale for using context information. Subsection 3.2 provides a description of
the proposed method to extract term context words and
to assign them a weight of `importance'. The application
of the method to our medical corpus and its evaluation
is presented in subsection 3.3. Subsection 3.4 describes
NC-value, an extension to C-value which uses context
information for the extraction of multi-word terms. In
subsection 3.5 we evaluate the results of NC-value on
our medical corpus, and compare NC-value with C-value
and frequency of occurrence.

"Extended term units are di erent in type from
extended word units in that they cannot be freely
modi ed. There is a very limited range of qualiers which can be used with the term `heat transfer'; the word `heat wave' can be modi ed by such
hyperbolic expressions as `su ocating' or `never
ending' and a great number of other quali ers.
Extended terms are linguistic representations of
essential characteristics whereas in words such collocations are inessential in that they can be omitted without a ecting the denotation of the head
of the nominal group as a lexeme." [26]
Since extended term units di er from extended word
units as far as modi cation is concerned, we could use
information from the modi ers to distinguish between
terms and non-terms. Thus, if consistent is an adjective
that tends to precede terms in medical corpora, and it
occurs before a candidate term string, we could exploit
this information for the bene t of term recognition. Besides adjectives and nouns, we can expand the use of
modi er types to verbs that belong to the environment
of the candidate term: the string show of the verb to show
in medical domains is often followed by a term, e.g. shows
a basal cell carcinoma. The string called of the verb to
call, and the form known of the verb to know, are often
involved in de nitions, e.g. is known as the singular existential quanti er and is called the Cartesian product.
We will use the three part-of-speech elements also used
by [17] to obtain information about the termhood of a
candidate string, when they either precede or follow it.
These are
1. nouns (compound cellular naevus),
2. adjectives (blood vessels are present), and
3. verbs (composed of basaloid papillae).
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3.2 The context weighting factor

Here we describe a method to create a list of `important'
term context words from a set of terms extracted from a
specialised corpus. By term context words we mean those
that appear in the vicinity of terms in texts. These will
be ranked according to their `importance' when appearing with terms.
The context words we treat are adjectives, nouns and
verbs that either precede or follow the candidate term.
The criterion for the extraction of a word as a term
context word is the number of terms it appears
with. The assumption is that the higher this number,
the higher the likelihood that the word is `related' to
terms, and that it will occur with other terms in the same
corpus. Term context words for a speci c domain/corpus
are not necessarily the same for another domain/corpus.
For this reason, we relate term context words to a speci c corpus. For example, the words present, shows, appear, composed tend to appear with terms in our medical
corpus, but may have di erent meaning if found in a different domain, e.g. mathematics.
We can express the above criterion more formally with
the measure
weight(w) = t(w)
(9)

n

where
w is the context word (noun, verb or adjective) to be
assigned a weight as a term context word,
Weight(w) the assigned weight to the word w,
t(w) the number of terms the word w appears with,
n the total number of terms considered.
The purpose of the denominator n is to express this
weight as a probability: the probability that the word
w might be a term context word. We will elaborate on
this point in the following subsection.
3.3 Evaluation

The context weighting factor is a measure that gives the
probability for a context word to appear with terms, by
expressing the percentage of terms that the context word
has appeared with. This measure is in line with the definition of probability of an event as given in probability
theory, [25,23,20].
Despite its validity as a probability measure, we believe that it could be strengthened if we (somehow) include information not only from terms but from nonterms as well. In other words, we should consider the
number of terms that a candidate context word appears
with, as well as the number of non-terms. The second
number should negatively a ect the degree by which the
candidate context word is a term context word. This parameter has not been incorporated in the current measure.

Let us now consider the type of words that we treat as
candidates for term context words. In line with Grefenstette, [17], we use nouns, adjectives and verbs that appear in the candidate term's environment. Our choice is
also in uenced by Sager, [26], who states that terms are
strict in the modi ers they accept. However we believe
that further investigation of the following issues may improve the extraction of term context words:
1. Some of the above three lexical categories (nouns, adjectives, verbs) may be more important for termhood
information. For example, it could be the case that
nouns give more information about the termhood of
a candidate term than verbs.
2. Some of the above three lexical categories (nouns,
adjectives, verbs) may be more important when they
either precede or follow the candidate string. For example, it could be the case that verbs that precede
the candidate string are more important than verbs
that follow it.
We evaluate the list of the term context words produced by the weighting measure. With this evaluation,
we want to establish to what degree the extracted term
context words relate to terms. We create a list of context
words using the above measure and a set of terms from
our corpus. Then, we establish the relationship of the
extracted words to
1. another set of terms that does not overlap with the
one used to create the list of context words,
2. a set of non-terms.
The words in the list of term context words are ordered by the proposed measure. We will consider three
di erent sets from this list to establish the above mentioned relationship:
1. A set taken from the top of the list.
2. A set taken from the middle of the list.
3. A set taken from the bottom of the list.
Our aim is to establish that the rst set shows greater
association to terms than the third set, and smaller association to non-terms than the third set. Ideally, the
second set's results should be in the middle.
We rst take a list of terms from our corpus. We
use the list extracted by C-value. We extract 200 `real'
terms4 from this list. Using these terms and formula 9
we create the list of term context words.
The 200 veri ed terms comprise the 20% of terms
that have been extracted. We will see how the remaining 80% of terms of the C-value list associate with the
term context words extracted. We will also see the association of non-terms from the C-value list with these
term context words.
4

Terms extracted and veri ed by a domain expert.
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We extract three sets of term context words from the
top, the middle and the bottom of the list, each set consisting of 20 words. We count the number of terms that
appear with the words of each set. These numbers are
presented in table 6. The rst column of the table represents the context word, the second its assigned weight
as a term context word using the measure of 9, and the
third column the number of terms (out of the 200) it has
appeared with.
Summing up the numbers of the third column for
each set of context words, we obtain the number of terms
associated with each set. These are shown in table 7. The
rst column of table 7 shows the percentage of context
words from the top set that associates with terms. The
second and third columns do the same for the middle
and bottom set of context words respectively. We can see
that the top set is associated with 12% more terms than
the middle one and 21% more terms than the bottom
one.
Our proposed measure for the extraction of term context words accomplishes its purpose, which is to assign
high values to words that tend to appear with terms. We
therefore use it to extract term context words that will
then be used to improve the extraction of terms.
3.4

NC-value

In this subsection we present the method we call NCvalue, which incorporates context information into the
C-value method for the extraction of multi-word terms.
Assuming we have a corpus from which we want to extract the terms, we divide the algorithm into three stages.
First stage
We apply the C-value method to the corpus. The output
of this process is a list of candidate terms, ordered by
their C-value.
Second stage
This involves the extraction of the term context words
and their weights. These will be used in the third stage
to improve the term distribution in the extracted list. In
order to extract the term context words, we need a set of
terms, as discussed in the previous section. We have chosen to keep the method domain-independent and fullyautomatic (until the manual evaluation of the nal list
of candidate terms by the domain-expert). Therefore, we
do not use any external source (e.g. a dictionary) which
will provide us with the set of terms to be used for this
purpose. We use instead the `top' candidate terms from
the C-value list, which present very high precision on
real terms. We expect to nd non-terms among these
candidate terms that could produce `noise', but these
non-terms are scarce enough not to cause any real problems. We have chosen to accept a small amount of noise,
i.e. non-terms, for the sake of full automation. These
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`top' terms produce a list of term context words and
assign to each of them a weight following the process
described in the previous section.
Third stage
This involves the incorporation of context information
acquired from the second stage of the extraction of multiword terms. The C-value list of candidate terms extracted during stage one is re-ranked using context information, so that the real terms appear closer to the
top of the list than they did before, i.e. the concentration of real terms at the top of the list increases while
the concentration of those at the bottom decreases. The
re-ranking takes place in the following way:
Each candidate term from the C-value list appears in the
corpus with a set of context words. From these context
words, we retain the nouns, adjectives and verbs for each
candidate term. These words may or may not have been
met before, during the second stage of the creation of
the list with the term context words. In the case where
they have been met, they retain their assigned weight.
Otherwise, they are assigned zero weight. For each candidate term, we obtain the context factor by summing
up: the weights for its term context words, multiplied by
their frequency appearing with this candidate term.
For example, assume that the candidate word W appears 10 times with the context word c1 , 20 times with
the context word c2 , and 30 times with the context word
c3 . Assume also that the weight for c1 is w1 , the weight
for c2 is w2 , and the weight for c3 is w3 . Then, the context factor for W is:
10  w1 + 20  w2 + 30  w3
The above description is the second factor of the NCvalue measure which re-ranks the C-value list of candidate terms. The rst factor is the C-value of the candidate terms. The whole NC-value measure is formally
described as

NC-value(a) = 0:8C-value (a) + 0:2

X

fa(b)weight(b)

bCa

(10)
where
a is the candidate term,
Ca is the set of distinct context words of a,
b is a word from Ca ,
fa (b) is the frequency of b as a term context word of a,
weight(b) is the weight of b as a term context word.
The two factors of NC-value, i.e. C-value and the context information factor, have been assigned the weights
0.8 and 0.2 respectively. These have been chosen among
others after experiments and comparisons of the results,
as we will discuss in the following section.
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3.5 Evaluation

The top of the list produced by C-value is used for the
extraction of term context words, and the list produced
by C-value is re-ranked by NC-value. However, NC-value
can be viewed independently from the C-value in the
sense that in the above sentence we can substitute Cvalue with a di erent method for the extraction of terms.
That is, the proposed method for incorporating context
information can be applied to other approaches for term
extraction, i.e. frequency of occurrence.
Let us now consider the creation of the list with the
term context words, to be used by NC-value. The top
candidate terms from the C-value list are used5 , since
these show high precision on real terms. It is expected
that among those terms there will be some non-terms
as well. This is unavoidable since we have chosen to
keep this process fully-automatic. Full-automation can
be sacri ced for the sake of `correctness' in di erent applications. In that case, a domain expert would have to
check the top of the C-value list, that will be used for
the extraction of the term context words, and remove
the non-terms. The process after this would remain the
same.
Regarding the weights 0.8 and 0.2 that have been
assigned to C-value and the context factor in the NCvalue measure, these were chosen among others after a
series of experiments. The combination 0.8{0.2 gave the
best distribution in the precision of extracted terms.
Regarding the evaluation of the results, we carried
out tests using the C-value list produced by the linguistic
lter which includes the preposition `of'. We chose this
lter as it was the most open among the three used, and
as such it was the most exible, accommodating many
domains.
Tables 10 and 11 gives the top of the extracted NCvalue list of candidate terms. It also gives their C-value
and frequency of occurrence. The last column gives `1' if
the extracted string is a real term, and `0' if it is not. A
far bigger proportion of the NC-value list can be found
in [13].
This evaluation will be in terms of precision only. The
recall of the NC-value list is the same to that of the Cvalue list, since NC-value re-ranks the C-value list without adding or deleting any candidate terms. As such, the
recall of the NC-value list is 97.47% (with respect to the
real terms extracted by the method based on frequency
of occurrence).
The overall precision is the same for the C-value list,
i.e. 31%. What is di erent is the distribution of terms
in the extracted list. Table 8, gure 4, table 9, and gure 5 show the precision and accumulative precision of
the NC-value list, in comparison with the corresponding
C-value and frequency of occurrence for the intervals of
The rst 5% extracted candidate terms were used for these
experiments.
5

80%
70%
60%

by NC-value
by C-value

50%

by frequency

40%
30%
20%
10%

[top-40]

Fig. 4.

(40-10]

(10-4)

[4-bottom)

Precision: NC-value, C-value and frequency.

the ordered candidate terms in the lists. The intervals
have been chosen so as to have approximately the same
number of n-grams among the lists of the three methods.
The rst column in table 8 shows the three methods
used. The remaining columns show the precision for each
method within the speci ed intervals. For example, the
precision of the NC-value for the rst interval [top to 40]
is 75.70%. The same format is used in table 9, where the
accumulative precision is presented.
Figure 4 expresses the same information as table 8,
as a graph. In the horizontal axis, the intervals for the
three methods are shown, while in the vertical axis, the
precision for each of these intervals is provided. The same
applies to gure 5 which corresponds to table 9 for the
accumulative precision values.
>From the above, we observe that NC-value increases
the concentration of real terms at the top of the list.
More precisely, we observe that NC-value brings a 5%
increase in precision for the rst two intervals.
For the third interval we see a small drop in precision, which is even smaller for the fourth interval. These
drops are expected and are desirable due to the increase
of precision for the rst two intervals. The drops seem
smaller than the increases for the rst two intervals just
because the third and fourth intervals contain a large
number of strings.

4 Conclusions
This paper presented and evaluated the C-value/NCvalue domain-independent method for the semi-automatic
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extraction of multi-word terms from special language
English corpora. We showed two main points:
1. Using more statistical information than the pure frequency of occurrence of candidate terms, improves
the precision of the extracted nested multi-word terms,
with a slight only loss on recall.
2. Using information from the context of the candidate
terms, improves their distribution in the extracted
list, i.e. real terms tend to appear closer to the top,
while non-terms concentrate closer to the bottom of
the list.
We note here that this work was tested in only one corpus. This corpus consisted of medical records and belongs to a speci c text type that covers well-structured
texts. Although we have shown that the method performs well for this text type of corpora, we are cautious
in making this claim for other types of special language
corpora, before conducting appropriate experiments.
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word
PRESENT
IS
CONTAINING
LAYER
SURFACE
BEEN
TYPE
HAS
SHOWING
PIECE
LEFT
SUBSTANTIAL
CONSISTENT
SMALL
COMPOSED
ARISING
APPEAR
SHOWS
FEW
EXTENDING
RUNNING
REMAINING
REMAINDER
REACHED
PROLIFERATED
PRESUMED
POINT
PERSIST
PERFORATING
OVAL
OCCUPIES
NEW
NEARLY
MONTHS
MODERATE
LUMEN
LOCATED
LIGHT
LEADING
LAID
ATYPICAL
ATTACHING
ATTACHES
ATTACH
ARTEFACT
ARISEN
APPEARANCES
ANGULATED
AMOUNTS
AMBER
ALTERED
AIR
AFFECTED
ADHERENCE
ACINI
ACCUMULATIONS
ACANTHTIC
ABNOID
GHOST
CYSTS
Table 6.

list.

weight
0.485714
0.435714
0.392857
0.357143
0.328571
0.314286
0.264286
0.264286
0.257143
0.242857
0.242857
0.221429
0.221429
0.214286
0.214286
0.214286
0.214286
0.207143
0.207143
0.207143
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0428571
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857
0.0142857

num. of terms
68
61
55
50
46
44
37
37
36
34
34
31
31
30
30
30
30
29
29
29
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

20 context words from the top/middle/bottom of the
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top set middle set bottom set
terms 56%
44%
35%
Table 7.

Context words relating to terms.

[top{40]
NC-value 75.70%
C-value
70.84%
frequency 69.62%
Table 8.

Precision: NC-value, C-value and frequency.

[top{40]
NC-v 75.70%
C-v 70.84%
freq 69.24%
Table

quency.

9.

(40{10] (10{4) [4{bottom]
36.08% 26.41% 25.60%
31.31% 27.11% 25.56%
31.64% 24.94% 25.44%

(top{10]
46.14%
42.24%
41.70%

(top{4)
32.80%
33.04%
33.50%

[top{bottom]
31.15%
31.15%
29.70%

Accumulative precision: NC-value, C-value and fre-
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NC-value
1652.75
1328.8
1257.39
1181.83
1121.73
1107.11
1015.74
874.577
863.693
760.691
745.908
707.082
608.836
589.389
534.012
528.179
513.398
498.97
486.845
464.21
386.869
350.517
341.632
337.273
332.391
323.011
314.719
304.634
296.572
293.046
261.95
256.436
250.812
247.383
244.758
234.196
227.84
216.064
210.917
210.832
205.614
200.574
192.089
184.293
181.08
177.26
176.353
175.091
170.06
169.024
166.242
164.797
164.706
163.471
163.242
161.224
158.673
152.277
149.884
149.011
140.9
140.407
139.473

C-value frequency
candidate term
real term?
2025.41
2084 OPTIC NERVE
1
1656.53
1666 DESCEMET'S MEMBRANE
1
1544.63
984 BASAL CELL CARCINOMA
1
1449.47
1538 BASAL CELL
1
1362.63
1387 FIBROUS TISSUE
1
1377
1377 PLANE OF SECTION
0
1210.57
1214 ANTERIOR CHAMBER
1
1092
1102 CORNEAL DIAMETERS
1
1077
1084 BOWMAN'S MEMBRANE
1
936.917
1025 CELL CARCINOMA
1
931.958
592 STUMP OF OPTIC NERVE
0
876.667
882 PLASMA CELLS
1
759.197
484 BASAL CELL PAPILLOMA
1
733.333
741 MALIGNANT MELANOMA
1
3
3 T CELL
1
658
658 NASAL SIDE
1
622.89
400 HYALINE FIBROUS TISSUE
1
623
623 TRABECULAR MESHWORK
1
598.846
621 LID MARGIN
1
576
597 CORNEAL DISC
1
476
534 NERVE HEAD
1
437
437 PLANE OF SECTION=
0
424.77
274 OPTIC NERVE HEAD
1
420.5
433 MELANOMA OF CHOROID
0
413
413 PLANES OF SECTION
0
398
407 AXIAL REGION
1
378
383 KERATINOUS CYST
1
379.5
506 CELL PAPILLOMA
1
366.429
370 CILIARY PROCESSES
1
364.5
373 BRUCH'S MEMBRANE
1
4
4 B CELL
1
318
329 ELLIPSE OF SKIN
0
307.483
197 CELLULAR FIBROUS TISSUE
1
298
305 LYMPHOCYTIC INFILTRATION
1
299.333
303 OCULAR STRUCTURES
1
285.091
295 LENS CAPSULE
1
284
284 SEBACEOUS CYST
1
269
278 PUPILLARY BORDER
1
244.5
249 CORNEAL EPITHELIUM
1
6
11 B CELLS
1
256.764
165 WEDGE OF LID MARGIN
0
238
242 KERATINOUS DEBRIS
1
231.5
239 SPINDLE CELLS
1
218
227 CORNEAL STROMA
1
226
226 CORNEAL DIAMETERS=
1
215
218 SCAR TISSUE
1
217.14
140 STRATIFIED SQUAMOUS EPITHELIUM
1
216
219 SUBRETINAL SPACE
1
205.5
213 SCAR TRACK
0
211
211 SUDORIFEROUS CYST
1
204.167
215 NAEVOID CELLS
1
201
201 SCLERAL INVASION
1
203
208 BLOOD VESSELS
1
165.8
172 TUMOUR CELLS
1
201.222
207 NAEVUS CELLS
1
196.535
127 CENTRAL FIBROUS CORE
1
194.8
203 CONNECTIVE TISSUE
1
187
187 TWO-TIERED EPITHELIUM
1
185.3
191 BASALOID CELLS
1
179
179 BULLOUS SEPARATION
1
169
172 CONJUNCTIVAL EPITHELIUM
1
175
175 NEOVASCULAR GLAUCOMA
1
168.6
179 FIBROUS STROMA
1
Table 10.

The rst 60 candidate terms extracted by NC-value
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NC-value
138.096
137.821
136.06
131.099
128.819
128
127.553
127.544
126.331
126.06
123.793
122.187
122.031
121.816
121.25
118.979
114.335
113.707
107.281
105.696
104.06
103.323
100.536
100.518
99.7835
97.0786
96.8456
96.64
95.2757
93.8243
93.6114
93.24
93.0957
90.5735
90.247
90.01
89.9843
89.8214
88.9386
86.1857
86.0629
85.2557
83.42
83.3543
82.8871
82.4614
81.0314
80.9786
78.9857
77.2229
77.0371
77.0029
75.1817
74.8457
74.4857
73.63
72.7657
72.6157
72.6
72.4171
71.7214

C-value frequency
candidate term
real term?
170
170 VITREOUS HAEMORRHAGE
1
172
172 HP FIELDS
1
169
180 GRANULATION TISSUE
1
158
158 IRIS STROMA
1
156.5
172 INCLUSION CYST
1
155
155 GOBLET CELLS
1
159
159 VERTICAL PLANE
0
154
154 VIRAL PAPILLOMA
1
155
155 RETINAL VESSELS
1
157
157 VIRAL WART
1
153
161 CORNEAL GRAFT
1
149
152 COLLAGENOUS TISSUE
1
149.5
188 SQUAMOUS EPITHELIUM
1
147.429
152 BASEMENT MEMBRANE
1
148
151 GANGLION CELLS
1
148
151 EXCISION BIOPSY
0
141.062
89 VERTICAL OPTIC NERVE
1
125
128 RED CELLS
1
133
133 POSTERIOR POLE
0
129.967
82 PIGMENT LADEN MACROPHAGES
1
124
124 CONSPICUOUS NUCLEOLI
0
127
138 ANTERIOR SEGMENT
1
124
149 STRIATED MUSCLE
1
125.333
141 BULLOUS KERATOPATHY
1
122.333
166 FIBROUS CORE
1
121
121 PARS PLANA
1
120.457
76 BENIGN HYPERKERATOTIC PAPILLOMA
1
120
120 SUB-RETINAL SPACE
1
116
123 BLIND EYE
0
117
117 PHTHISIS BULBI
1
114.75
128 CORNEAL ULCER
1
115.5
134 INTRADERMAL NAEVUS
1
115
115 MITOTIC FIGURES
1
111.333
116 CORTICAL FIBRES
1
112.532
71 LINE OF SURGICAL EXCISION
1
108.75
113 FIBROVASCULAR TISSUE
1
110
110 PERIPHERAL CORNEA
1
111
114 SQUAMOUS PAPILLOMA
1
110
110 CORNEAL BUTTON
1
102.2
110 LENS FIBRES
1
102
108 CATARACT SECTION
0
102
105 SCLERAL LAMELLAE
1
103
107 OVOID NODULE
1
93
105 SPINDLE CELL
1
103
106 CONJUNCTIVAL PAPILLOMA
1
102
102 DISC OF CORNEA
0
99
99 TARSAL PLATE
1
99
99 TRABECULECTOMY SPECIMEN
0
97
97 INTRAOCULAR HAEMORRHAGE
1
94
94 SEROUS EXUDATE
1
96
96 MOLLUSCUM CONTAGIOSUM
1
93
93 STROMAL LAMELLAE
1
93.5128
59 OPAQUE CORNEAL DISC
0
92.5
175 WEDGE OF LID
0
91
94 CORNEAL SCARRING
0
89
89 PERIPHERAL RETINA
1
85
88 LENS REMNANT
1
90
90 PYKNOTIC DEBRIS
1
85.5
89 VASCULAR PANNUS
1
88
92 RETINAL FUNNEL
1
88
91 CONSPICUOUS NUCLEOLUS
1
Table 11.

The next 60 candidate terms extracted by NC-value
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